A new report into poverty and wealth in Britain highlights the growing gap
between rich and poor. We should all be concerned about the damaging effects
of this inequality, writes Professor Danny Dorling, one of the report’s authors

The Joseph Rowntree Foundation released two reports last week. One showed that
the British public say that the gap between rich and poor is too large. The other,
which seven colleagues and I produced, mapped how poverty and wealth have been
distributed and redistributed across Britain since 1968. Its shows that the gap
between rich and poor is currently the highest it has been in 40 years.

We began in 1968, not because it was a year of student unrest and the time of the
“summer of love”, but because (while all that was taking place) towards the end of
the year and into 1969 the first national survey of poverty in Britain was quietly being
undertaken.

A year that began with the Tet Offensive in Vietnam and ended with the earth being
photographed from Apollo 8 is not remembered for the surveying of British living
conditions on a national scale for the first time.

A survey that revealed, amongst much else, that most ordinary folk did not take a
holiday in those years. However, it was the time we began to care in earnest—and
the study of poverty stopped being the preserve of the sons of rich men and became
part of public policy—albeit first through the efforts of Peter Townsend and his fellow
researchers at the University of Essex.

Because Townsend’s was the first national survey of poverty, and because the first
fully digital census took place just a few years later, the late 1960s to early 1970s is
as far back as we can go to look at the distribution of poverty using modern social
science methods and concepts such as social exclusion.

Poverty since those times has been defined as being excluded from participation in
the norms of society due to lack of material resources. Today, being able to afford to
take an annual holiday that amounts to more than simply staying with your relatives,
is considered part of the norms of society. Not being able to afford such a holiday is a
marker of poverty.

Because most people in 1968 did not take an annual holiday, lack of holidays was
not a marker of poverty then as it is now. As material living standards rise, what it
means to be poor changes.

Go back another 39 years to see how this works. Living standards in 1968 were
materially far better than in 1929, and yet looking back on 1968 from today we would
not say that the standards were fine.

People should be able to take a holiday at least once a year, have access to hot
water in their home and so on, yet at the time when Townsend’s survey was taken
many thought that poverty had been nearly eradicated.

Today many would argue in just the same way that even the poorest have never had
it so good. But you and others know you are poor when you cannot afford an annual
holiday in Britain and have problems making ends meet each month, while others jet
around the world and find it hard to buy enough to spend their “spare” money.

A Labour MP recently told me that in his not too affluent Northern constituency
people had never had it so good. People had possessions their parents never had
and although he knows there are more riches “in the south”, his constituents were not
that poor.

His equivalent in 1929 could have said much the same thing, and it would have been
true then. But had his equivalent said that and had been content with his and his
constituents’ lot in 1929, the Britain of 1968, let alone 2007 would have been a very
different place.

The material living standards of the poorest in 1968 were only as good as they were
because of the dissatisfaction of those who received the scraps in the 1920s and
1930s. This dissatisfaction was expressed through votes in that famous general
election of the 1940s.

Without the growth of equality between 1929 and 1968, poverty in 1968 would have
been far greater, and we would still have slums today. Come forward 39 years again
to 2007 and think about poverty and wealth today. There are those who are less
concerned with equality, including some in the current government.

Most of those who in their hearts are truly unconcerned with equality and hence
poverty sit on opposition benches in parliament. A Tory member of parliament
recently told me that his real concern was freedom, not equality. I find it hard to see
the difference between the two.

For instance, the introduction of the National Health Service made people more
equal, and also freed many from the fear of some of the repercussions of ill health.
Poverty, wealth, health, education and all other policy are bound together. The level
of poverty that we live with is a measure of the degree of freedom that we live
without.

Our report maps how poverty rates declined from 1968 to the mid-late 1970s, but
then rose continuously and it shows how this has been accompanied by a rise in the
geographical segregation of the poor.

Geographical segregation is when groups live apart from each other. It is a term
usually used to talk about people in different ethnic or religious groups in Britain, but
in general people are much more segregated by poverty and wealth than by race or
religion. When people are moving further apart from each other geographical
segregation is said to be growing.

We also map how many people are “asset rich”—measured primarily through
housing wealth—and “exclusively rich”—those who can afford to exclude themselves
from normal society. We found the former group growing slightly in number, and the
latter being more stable.

The combined effect of these trends was that in 1980 two thirds of households were
neither rich nor poor. By 2000 only half of households were in this “normal” category.

The overall geographical and social gaps between rich and poor thus narrowed over
the period when the Labour governments of the 1960s were in power. Although the
current government has ruled over a period when that gap has grown, there is also
some good news.

In the most recent period the number of households with people who are the poorest
(those who are simultaneously income poor, materially deprived and subjectively
poor) fell and such very poor households also became less geographically

concentrated. Minimum wage and tax credits policy reduced that gap, just as
government indifference, complacency or simple lack of determination has allowed
the other gaps—between very rich, rich, average and poor—to widen.

It was only in the 1980s, under Margaret Thatcher’s administration that that
everything got worse at once. That took some spectacular callousness to achieve.

Government in Britain is no longer so callous, but it has not achieved what earlier
Labour governments have achieved, or kept inequalities down to the lows that the
majority of other rich capitalist countries have managed to do. And there is growing
evidence that this failure is damaging the lives of those who are wealthy as well as
the poor.

Before scoffing at the idea that we should be concerned about the wealthy, stop to
think for just a minute over the implications of growing inequality damaging the life
chances, freedoms, and well being of all. If well paid MPs began to realise that their
own lives and those and the happiness of their children would be improved were
inequalities in Britain to be reduced, then I suspect they might be a little more
effective in their efforts to narrow various gaps than they are at present.

The most geographically segregated social group are those who are so wealthy that
they can afford to exclude themselves from the schools, hospitals, cleaning,
childcare, recreation and other norms for most people in society. The rich used to be
more spread out but are now carolled in affluent enclaves.

I know it is hard to shed a tear for those who are so affluent, but if you are still
thinking for that minute about the problems of riches—how do these rich folk have
honest relationships with their husbands, wives, children, parents and friends when
all the while in the background is the issue of money—not upsetting daddy for fear of
losing part of the inheritance, wondering why she asked you to sign the prenuptial
agreement. I can’t see how these can be especially happy lives even if largely lived
in leisure.

There is, of course, more bad news for the poor. In the most recent period that we
have surveyed for the first time we saw large parts of many cities with over half the
population becoming poor. Here in effect it is now normal to be poor. There are far
fewer average households than there once were.

Get out of poverty in the south of England, become average, and there are fewer and
fewer places you can afford to live! Meanwhile the affluent watch those above them
become rich and feel that they are not rich. Some of the affluent even think they are
poor. Society in Britain has become so divided that very few people live anywhere
where they can see how a representative range of folk live.

It’s a mess, it’s getting worse, and at the same time we have enough resources to all
live decent lives on this island. Currently our thinking—like our levels of inequality—is
back in the 1930s: “Mustn’t grumble, it could be so much worse.” It could, but it could
be so much better than this, for everyone.
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